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Important Notes

• This information does not replace the detailed operating instructions!
• Installation and startup only by trained personnel observing applicable accident prevention
regulations and the MOVIDRIVE® operating instructions!
•

Read through this manual carefully before you commence installation and startup of
MOVIDRIVE® drive inverters with round axle.
This manual assumes that the user has access to and is familiar with the documentation on
the MOVIDRIVE® system, in particular the MOVIDRIVE® system manual.

•

Safety notes:
Always follow the safety and warning instructions contained in this manual!
Safety notes are marked as follows:

Electrical hazard, e.g. during live working.

Mechanical hazard, e.g. when working on hoists.

Important instructions for safe and fault-free operation of the driven machine/
system, e.g. pre-setting before startup.
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•

In this manual, cross references are marked with a →, e.g.:
(→ Sec. X.X) means: Further information can be found in section X.X of this manual.

•

A requirement of fault-free operation and fulfillment of any rights to claim under guarantee is
that this information is observed.
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System Description

A large number of movements have to be controlled in automated conveyor and logistics
applications in order to transport the material. Linear movements in the form of trolleys and hoists,
and rotary movements with rotary tables, play an important part in these applications.
Rotary movements often occur in pulses (rotary indexing tables) in which the material is moved on
by a certain number of degrees every cycle. However, there are also many rotational applications in
which the material should be moved to its destination by the shortest possible route (distanceoptimized positioning) or in which it is only permitted to move to the target position in a defined
direction of rotation (positioning with fixed direction of rotation).
The position axis is represented on a numbered circle from 0 to 360° in order to meet these
requirements. As a result, the actual position always moves within this range.
The round axle application model accomplishes these tasks with various operating modes which
are selected using the binary inputs or the virtual terminals (control via fieldbus).

Application fields:
The round axle is particularly suited to the following applications:
Lathes
Rotary tables
Rotary indexing tables
Swiveling devices
Feed units
Timing belts

The round axle offers the following advantages in these applications:
• User-friendly user interface
• You only have to enter the parameters required for the round axle (ratios, speeds, diameters)
• User-friendly application programs guide you through the process of setting parameters, so
there is no need for complicated programming
• Monitor mode for optimum diagnosis
• You do not need any programming experience
• It doesn’t take long to get to know the system
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The “round axle” application allows you to make the following combinations:
• Control of the inverter
– using binary inputs
– using a fieldbus interface
• Motor shaft/load connection
– Interlocking (= slip-free) connection → No external encoder is required, the signals from the
motor encoder are used for positioning.

1

DIØ3
X15

➀

03631AXX

Sensor for registering the zero point (using reference cam)

Fig. 1: Example of rotary table with interlocking connection
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1

2

DIØ3
X15

➀
➁
➂

03633AXX

Sensor for registering the zero point (using reference cam)
Reference cam
Pulse width

Fig. 2: Example of a timing belt with interlocking connection
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System Description
– Non-positive connection (= with slip) → An external encoder is required for positioning. It
must be assured that one revolution of the system generates a whole number of increments
(= whole number ratio between the external encoder and the system). Flying referencing (=
setting a new zero point on every revolution) is not possible and unnecessary because of the
whole number ratio.

1

➀
➁

2

03633AXX

Non-positive coupling (= with slip) between the motor shaft and the rotary table
External incremental encoder is mounted on the rotary table with an interlocking connection (= slip-free).

Fig. 3: Example of a rotary table with non-positive connection

• Flying referencing (only with positioning on the signals of the motor encoder).
– Whole number gear unit and additional gear ratio between motor shaft and system.
No flying referencing is required. The drive is only referenced once after the power supply is
switched on.
– Non-whole number gear unit and additional gear ratio between motor shaft and system.
One revolution corresponds to a non-whole number of increments so the zero point fluctuates
with every revolution. As a result, flying referencing is required (= setting a new zero point on
every revolution).
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2.1

Pre-requisites
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2.1.1 PC and software
The round axle is implemented as an IPOSplus® program and forms part of the SEW MOVITOOLS
software package. In order to use MOVITOOLS, you must have a PC with one of the following
operating systems: Windows 95® , Windows 98® or Windows NT® version 4.0.
2.1.2 Inverters, motors and encoders
• Inverters
The round axle application can be performed using MOVIDRIVE® MDV60A or MOVIDRIVE®
MDS60A. In this case, either the MOVIDRIVE® terminal expansion board option type DIO11A or
a fieldbus interface (PROFIBUS, INTERBUS, CAN or DeviceNet) is required depending on the
combination. The round axle is not an option with MOVIDRIVE®MDF60A because no encoder
feedback is possible. Position measurement with absolute encoder is not supported.
• Motors
– For operation on MOVIDRIVE® MDV60A:
Asynchronous servo motors CT/CV, encoder installed as standard.
AC motors DT/DV/D with incremental encoder option.
– For operation on MOVIDRIVE® MDS60A:
Synchronous servo motors DS/DY, resolver installed as standard.
• External encoder and reference cam
– Interlocking connection between the motor shaft and the load:
No external encoder required.
– Non-positive connection between the motor shaft and the load:
External encoder required in addition to motor encoder/resolver.
Incremental encoder as external encoder → Connection on the basic unit X14:
– Reference cam:
Absolute positioning → A machine reference point is required. This is defined by a reference
cam.
Relative positioning → No reference cam is required if no machine reference point is
required.
• Possible combinations
Motor shaft/load connection
Encoder type, external
encoder
Reference travel
Required
MOVIDRIVE®option*)

Positive,
no external encoder required

Non-positive,
external encoder required

-

Incremental encoder

Yes (absolute positioning)

Yes (absolute positioning)

Terminal expansion board type DIO11A or Terminal expansion board type DIO11A or
fieldbus interface (DFP/DFI/DFC/DFD11A) fieldbus interface (DFP/DFI/DFC/DFD11A)

*) The terminal expansion board must not be installed with control using a fieldbus interface, since the virtual terminals
will not be available otherwise.

MOVIDRIVE® Round Axle
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2.2

Functional description

The ”round axle” application offers the following functional characteristics:
• 16 table positions can be defined and selected.
• Positions are specified in relation to angle [°] or [mm].
• The travel speed can be selected as required for each positioning movement.
• The ramp can be set separately for each positioning movement.
• Flying referencing with non-whole number gear unit and additional gear ratio.
• Positioning with position optimization.
• Pulse mode with 16 step widths.
• Incremental encoders can be evaluated as external encoders.
• The actual position is located within the circle of numbers between 0 and 360° in all operating
modes.
• Control using binary inputs (basic unit and DIO11A option) or fieldbus/system bus.
• Different ramp profiles can be selected for the movement ramp.
The functions are implemented with six operating modes:
• Jog mode
– The drive is moved to the left or the right using two binary inputs.
– Two speeds can be selected using a binary input, namely rapid traverse and creep traverse for
fine positioning.
• Teach mode
– Movement can be performed to every single position in jog mode and then saved in teach
mode.
• Referencing mode
– Reference travel is started with a start command at a binary input. Reference travel
establishes the reference point (machine zero) for absolute positioning operations.
• Automatic modes
– Selecting the target position using four binary inputs (binary coded).
– Sending back the selected target position prior to movement using four binary outputs
(binary coded).
– Acknowledging that the selected position has been reached, using one binary output.
• Automatic mode with position optimization
– Positioning travel with position optimization so the shortest route to the destination is
always taken.
• Automatic mode with direction of rotation inhibit (clockwise – counterclockwise)
– Movement with absolute positioning in a fixed direction of rotation.
• Pulsed automatic mode
– Selecting the step width per pulse using four binary inputs (binary coded).
– Sending back the selected step width prior to movement using four binary outputs (binary
coded).
– Movement with relative positioning in a fixed direction of rotation.
– Acknowledging that the selected position has been reached, using one binary output.
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Scaling of the drive

The control needs to know the number of encoder pulses (increments) per travel unit so it can
calculate the travel information and position the drive correctly.
Drives without an external encoder (interlocking connection):
In drives without an external encoder, you can have scaling performed automatically by the round
axle startup procedure. To do this, you have to enter the following data:
• Select the user travel unit in degrees [°] or millimeters [mm].
• Diameter of the drive wheel or the rotary table for central drive (only with the unit [mm]).
• Gear unit ratio (i gear unit)
• Additional gear ratio (i additional gear)
Scaling factor in pulses/distance [inc/mm] or [inc/°], is automatically calculated by the round axle
startup procedure.
You can also enter the pulses/distance directly. If you enter a unit other than millimeters [mm] or
degrees [°] as the travel unit, this user travel unit is also used for the reference offset and the table
positions.
Non-whole number gear unit and additional gear ratios:
If position measurement is performed by the motor encoder in non-whole number gear unit and
additional gear ratios, then one revolution of the rotary table corresponds to a non-whole number
of increments. This means the machine zero fluctuates from one revolution to the next. This
positioning error can be detected after several revolutions.
Only gear units with a whole-number ratio and a very low flank clearance, e.g. planetary gear units,
should be used if a high level of positioning accuracy is required (< 1 mm).
Drive with an external encoder (non-positive connection):
In this case, you must have activated and scaled the external encoder before starting up the round
axle. Make the following settings in Shell in order to do this:
• Set P941 ”Source actual position” to EXTERN.ENC (X14). You can also make this setting during
the startup of the round axle.

03456AEN

Fig. 4: Setting the source actual position

• Set P942...P944 encoder factor numerator, encoder factor denominator and encoder scaling ext.
encoder. correctly before the startup of the round axleround axle.
Calculation of the scaling is now blocked during startup of the round axle.
For more information about scaling an external encoder, please refer to the ”IPOSplus® Positioning
and Sequence Control System” manual (publication number 0919 1712).

MOVIDRIVE® Round Axle
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2.4

Reference cam and machine zero

You can enter a reference offset during startup of the round axle if you do not want the machine
zero (= reference point for positioning) to be located on the reference position.
The following formula applies: Machine zero = Reference position + Reference offset
In this way, you can alter the machine zero without having to move the reference cam. Please note
that the reference offset must refer to an angle between 0 and 360° and to a position within the
circumference. The reference offset is entered using the interface of the ”round axle” application.

2.5

Notes on position measurement

Many rotary indexing tables operate continuously in one direction of rotation. Bear this in mind
when selecting the gear unit and mounting sensors for position measurement.
Positioning accuracy:
The positioning accuracy of a rotary table is significantly determined by the nature of position
measurement.
If the drive is central then the positioning accuracy is significantly determined by the gear unit
backlash. In this case, it is necessary to use low-backlash gear units (planetary gear units, helicalbevel gear unit with reduced backlash). There is no benefit to be gained from using an external
encoder mounted on the circumference because the motor cannot set the required mechanical
position due to the gear unit backlash.
Greater positioning accuracies can be achieved by shifting the drive to the circumference (annular
gear, toothed belt/pinion connection). The gear unit backlash is no longer significant due to the
very high additional gear ratio; the level of backlash in the pinion/annular gear connection does
have to be taken into account, however.
Using whole-number ratios (no flying referencing) always leads to a greater positioning accuracy
than in non-whole number ratios.
Flying referencing:
During movement, the machine zero is updated using the reference cam after each revolution in
order to avoid positioning errors when there is a non-whole number ratio.
External incremental encoder:
If the position measurement is taken using an external incremental encoder, make sure that one
revolution results in a whole number of increments. Flying referencing is not possible if position
measurement uses an incremental encoder.
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Binary coding of the table positions

The table positions must be specified in binary coded format and the corresponding checkbacks
are also in binary code. This means DI14 (DO13) = 20 and DI17 (DO16) = 23.
No.

DI14 (DO13)

DI15 (DO14)

DI16 (DO15)

DI17 (DO16)

0

“0”

“0”

“0”

“0”

1

“1”

“0”

“0”

“0”

2

“0”

“1”

“0”

“0”

3

“1”

“1”

“0”

“0”

4

“0”

“0”

“1”

“0”

5

“1”

“0”

“1”

“0”

6

“0”

“1”

“1”

“0”

7

“1”

“1”

“1”

“0”

8

“0”

“0”

“0”

“1”

9

“1”

“0”

“0”

“1”

10

“0”

“1”

“0”

“1”

11

“1”

“1”

“0”

“1”

12

“0”

“0”

“1”

“1”

13

“1”

“0”

“1”

“1”

14

“0”

“1”

“1”

“1”

15

“1”

“1”

“1”

“1”
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Process data assignment

The ”round axle” application can also be controlled using a fieldbus. The virtual terminals in control
word 2 are used for this (→ MOVIDRIVE® Fieldbus Unit Profile). The terminal expansion board
type DIO11A must not be installed in this case.
Two types of control are differentiated:
1.

2.

Using the positions saved in the inverter. Selecting the target position using the virtual input
terminals. In this case, binary inputs DI1Ø – 17 are actuated using the fieldbus (virtual
terminals) and they have exactly the same function as when the round axle is controlled using
the input terminals of the DIO11A option (→ Sec. 3.3, page 16). The maximum number of
target positions is still restricted to 16 values. A process data word (PO1, PI1) is required.
The target position is sent to the inverter via the fieldbus as a variable value (process data
word PO2). In this case, inputs DI1Ø – 17 are also actuated via the fieldbus (virtual terminals)
and are used for selecting the ramp and the speed. This means two process data words are
required (PO1, PI1, PO2, PI2).
Process output data (PO)

PO1

PO 2

PI 1

PI 2

E

Q

Process input data (PI)
03512AEN

Fig. 5: Process data channel

The assignment of the process output data words is as follows:
• PO1 control word 2
Virtual input terminals
15 14 13 12 11 10

9

Fixed definition
8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0
0: Controller inhibit/Enable
1: Enable/Rapid stop
2: Enable/Stop
3: Stop control
4: Integrator switching
5: Parameter set switching
6: Reset
7: Reserved

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

virtual terminal 1 = P610 binary input DI1Ø
virtual terminal 2 = P611 binary input DI11
virtual terminal 3 = P612 binary input DI12
virtual terminal 4 = P613 binary input DI13
virtual terminal 5 = P614 binary input DI14
virtual terminal 6 = P615 binary input DI15
virtual terminal 7 = P616 binary input DI16
virtual terminal 8 = P617 binary input DI17
03510AEN

Fig. 6: PO1 control word

• PO2 target position
15 14 13 12 11 10 9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Target position [user-defined unit]
03517AEN

Fig. 7: PO2 target position
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The assignment of the process input data words is as follows:
• PI1 status word 2
Virtual output terminals
15 14 13 12 11 10

9

Fixed definition
8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0
0: Output stage enabled
1: Inverter ready for operation
2: PO data enabled
3: Current integrator set
4: Current parameter set
5: Fault/Warning
6: Limit switch CW activated
7: Limit switch CCW activated

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

virtual terminal 1 = P630 binary output DO1Ø
virtual terminal 2 = P631 binary output DO11
virtual terminal 3 = P632 binary output DO12
virtual terminal 4 = P633 binary output DO13
virtual terminal 5 = P634 binary output DO14
virtual terminal 6 = P635 binary output DO15
virtual terminal 7 = P636 binary output DO16
virtual terminal 8 = P637 binary output DO17
03511AEN

Fig. 8: PI1 status word

• PI2 actual position
15 14 13 12 11 10 9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Actual position [user-defined unit]
03518AEN

Fig. 9: PI2 actual position
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Installation

3.1

Software

The round axle is part of the SEW MOVITOOLS software package (version 2.30 and higher).
Proceed as follows to install MOVITOOLS on your computer:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Insert the MOVITOOLS CD into the CD ROM drive of your PC.
Select “Start/Run...”.
Type “{Drive letter of your CD drive}:setup” and press the Enter key.
The MOVITOOLS setup menu appears. Follow the instructions of the installation wizard.

You can now use Program Manager to start MOVITOOLS. If a MOVIDRIVE®unit is connected to
your PC, select the correct port (PC COM port) and set point-to-point connection. Select <Update>
to display the inverter in the “Connected Units” window.

03505AEN

Fig. 10: MOVITOOLS window
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With MOVIDRIVE® terminal expansion board option type DIO11A

With an interlocking connection between the motor shaft and the load (no external encoder
necessary) or a non-positive connection and an incremental encoder as the external encoder.

6

9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1

/Controller inhibit
Enable/rapid stop
Reset
Reference cam
No function
No function
Reference X13:DIØØ...DIØ5
+24V output
Reference potential
RS-485+
RS-485-

X
20

X
21

X14:
Input external encoder
Incremental encoder 5 V TTL

5

®

(Connection→ MOVIDRIVE operating instructions)
X
22

X15:
9

6

5

Motor encoder:
Incremental encoder (MDV) or resolver (MDS)
®

1

(Connection→ MOVIDRIVE operating instructions)

X10:
TF1
1
DGND 2
DBØØ 3
DOØ1-C 4
DOØ1-NO 5
DOØ1-NC 6
DOØ2 7
VO24 8
VI24 9
DGND 10

MDV (MDS)

DIO

X13:
DIØØ
DIØ1
DIØ2
DIØ3
DIØ4
DIØ5
DCOM
VO24
DGND
ST11
ST12

TF input
Reference potential binary signals
/Brake
Relay contact/fault
NO relay/fault
NC relay /fault
IPOS reference
+24V output
+24V input
Reference potential binary signals

X
23

1
2
3
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
2
3
4
5

X11

mA ↔ V
R ON ↔ OFF

S11
S12

1
2
3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

X12

X10

X13

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

SUPPLY OUT 24V=

X14

X15

ENCODER IN/OUT

ENCODER IN
(RESOLVER IN)

X22:

+ 24=V-

DI1Ø 1
DI11 2
DI12 3
DI13 4
DI14 5
DI15 6
DI16 7
DI17 8
DCOM 9
DGND 10

IPOS input: MODE (2^0)
IPOS input: MODE (2^1)
IPOS input: MODE (2^2)
IPOS input: function 1
IPOS input: function 2
IPOS input: function 3
IPOS input: function 4
IPOS input: function 5
Reference X22:DI1Ø...DI17
Reference potential binary signals

X23:
DO1Ø
DO11
DO12
DO13
DO14
DO15
DO16
DO17
DGND

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

IPOS output: MODE (2^0)
IPOS output: MODE (2^1)
IPOS output: MODE (2^2)
IPOS output: value 1 (2^0)
IPOS output: value 2 (2^1)
IPOS output: value 4 (2^2)
IPOS output: value 8 (2^3)
IPOS output: target position reached
Reference potential binary signals

03457AEN

Fig. 11: Wiring diagram with DIO11A
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Function of input terminals DI10...DI17

The operating modes are set using binary inputs X22:DI1Ø...DI12.
Operating modes:
Binary input

Operating mode

DI1Ø: Mode (20)

DI11: Mode (21)

DI12: Mode (22)

Jog mode

“0”

“0”

“0”

Teach mode

“1”

“0”

“0”

Referencing mode

“0”

“1”

“0”

Automatic, with position optimization

“1”

“1”

“0”

Automatic, clockwise positioning

“0”

“0”

“1”

Automatic, counterclockwise positioning

“1”

“0”

“1”

Automatic, clockwise pulse mode

“0”

“1”

“1”

Automatic, counterclockwise pulse mode

“1”

“1”

“1”

The functions of binary inputs X22:DI13...DI17 (DIO11A) differ according to the operating mode
setting.
Function of binary inputs DI13 – DI17:

16

Operating mode

Jog mode

Teach mode

Referencing mode

Automatic mode

DI13: Function 1

Reserved

Strobe

Start referencing

Start positioning

0

DI14: Function 2

Jog positive

Position 2

Reserved

Position 20

DI15: Function 3

Jog negative

Position 21

Reserved

Position 21

22

Reserved

Position 22

Position 23

Reserved

Position 23

DI16: Function 4

Rapid traverse

DI17: Function 5

Reserved

Position

MOVIDRIVE® Round Axle
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Bus installation

Please refer to the information in the relevant addendums to the operating instructions for
information about bus installation. These addendums are included with the DFP11A, DFI11A,
DFC11A and DFD11A fieldbus interfaces. Please refer to the operating instructions for information
about installing the system bus (SBus).
DFI
INTERBUS-S
Module Ident.
227

DFP
PROFIBUS
FMS / DP

DFC
CAN-Bus

DFD
DEVICE-NET

Mod/
Net
PIO
BIO
BUSOFF
0

1

NA(5)
NA(4)
NA(3)
NA(2)

S1

NA(1)
NA(0)
DR(1)
DR(0)

S2

1
2
3
4
5
X30

P R O F

I

PROCESS FIELD BUS

B U S

Device Net
02800AXX

Fig. 12: Bus types

Important:
With control using a fieldbus, the terminal expansion board type DIO11A must not be installed
otherwise the virtual terminals will not be available.

MOVIDRIVE® Round Axle
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3.4.1

PROFIBUS

The PROFIBUS documentation package contains detailed information. This package can be
obtained from SEW, publication number 0919 3235. This documentation package contains the
GSD files and type files for MOVIDRIVE®in order to help with project planning and to facilitate
startup.
Technical data:
Option

PROFIBUS fieldbus interface type DFP11A

Part number
Resources for
startup/diagnosis
Protocol
variants
Supported
baud rates

Connection

822 724 1
DBG11A keypad
MOVITOOLS or MX_SHELL PC program
PROFIBUS-DP to EN 50170 V2 / DIN E 19245 P3
PROFIBUS-FMS to EN 50170 V2 / DIN E 19245 P3
Mixed mode PROFIBUS DP/FMS (combi-slave)
Automatic detection of baud rate:
9.6 kbaud
19.2 kbaud
93.75 kbaud

187.5 kbaud
500 kbaud
1500 kbaud

9-pin sub D socket
Assignment to EN 50170 V2 / DIN 19245 P3

Bus termination

Can be activated for cable type A (up to 1500 kbaud)
to EN 50170 V2 / DIN 19245 P3

Station address

0...125, can be set using DIP switch

Default
bus parameter

Min-TSDR for FMS/DP or DP mode
Can be selected via DIP switch

GSD file
DP identity
number

SEW_6000.GSD
6000hex = 24576dec

01009AEN

Fig. 13: Front view of DFP11A

Pin assignment:

01222BEN

Fig. 14: Assignment of 9-pin sub D plug to DIN 19245
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INTERBUS

The INTERBUS documentation package contains detailed information. This package can be
obtained from SEW, publication number 0919 326X.
Technical data:

DFI
INTERBUS-S
Module Ident.
227

Option

INTERBUS fieldbus interface type DFI11A

Part number

822 723 3

Resources for
startup/diagnosis
DIP switch to set the
process data count

DBG11A keypad
MOVITOOLS or MX_SHELL PC program

Connection

Remote bus input: 9-pin sub D plug
Remote bus output: 9-pin sub D socket
RS-485 transmission technology, 6-core shielded and
twisted-pair cable

Module ID

E3hex = 227dec

4 × LED Green
1 × LED Red
X30:
Remote bus input

X31:
Remote bus output

01008AEN

Fig. 15: Front view of DFI11A

Pin assignment:
9-pin sub D
connector

Twisted-pair signal
cables
Green
Yellow
Pink
Grey
Brown

6
1
7
2
3

E

/DO
DO
/DI
DI
COM

Q

Conductive connection between
01046AEN

Fig. 16: Assignment of 9-pin sub D socket of the incoming remote bus cable
9-pin sub D
connector

E

Q

Twisted-pair signal
cables

/DO
DO
/DI
DI
COM

6
1
7
2
3
5
9
Bridged

Green
Yellow
Pink
Grey
Brown

Conductive connection between
connector housing, cable shield.
01047AEN

Fig. 17: Assignment of 9-pin sub D plug of the outgoing remote bus cable
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CAN bus

The CAN bus documentation package contains detailed information. This package can be obtained
from SEW, order number 0919 3308.
Technical data:
DFC
CAN-Bus

Option

CAN fieldbus interface type DFC11A

Part number
Resources for
startup/diagnosis

DBG11A keypad
MOVITOOLS or MX_SHELL PC program

Supported baud
rates

Can be selected via DIP switch:

Connection
LED Green: TxD
LED Red: RxD
Bus termination

DIP switch to set process
data length and baud rate

822 725 X

ID range

125 kbaud
250 kbaud

500 kbaud
1000 kbaud

9-pin sub D plug
Assignment to CiA standard
2-core twisted cable to ISO 11898
Can be switched on using DIP switch (120Ω)
3...1020
Base ID: 0 – 63, can be selected using DIP switch

DIP switch to set the
base ID and to switch
the termination
resistor on/off
X30: Bus connection

01010AEN

Fig. 18: Front view of DFC11A

Pin assignment:
Twisted-pair
signal cables

9-pin sub D connector

E

6
7
2
3

Q

DGND
CAN High
CAN Low
DGND

Conductive line between
connector housing and screen!
01013AEN

Fig. 19: Assignment of 9-pin sub D connection
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DeviceNet

The DeviceNet documentation package contains detailed information. This package can be
obtained from SEW, order number 0919 5254.
Technical data:
DFD
DEVICE-NET

Option

DeviceNet fieldbus interface type DFD11A

Part number

822 887 6

Resources for
startup/diagnosis

Mod/
Net
PIO
BIO
BUSOFF
0

S1

NA(1)
NA(0)
DR(1)
DR(0)

S2

1
2
3
4
5

Supported
baud rates

Can be selected via DIP switch:
125 kbaud
250 kbaud
500 kbaud

Connection

5-pin Phoenix terminal
Assignment to DeviceNet specification
(Volume I, Appendix B)

LED display
Permitted
line cross section

1

NA(5)
NA(4)
NA(3)
NA(2)

DBG11A keypad
MOVITOOLS or MX_SHELL PC program

According to DeviceNet specification

Bus termination

DIP switch for setting the
node address (MAC-ID)
and the baud rate

Use of bus connectors with integrated bus
terminating resistor (120 Ω) at the start and
finish of the bus segment.

Address range which
can be set
(MAC-ID)

0...63
Can be selected via DIP switch

X30: Bus connection

X30

02024AEN

Fig. 20: Front view of DFD11A

Terminal assignment:
The assignment of connecting terminals is described in the DeviceNet
specification Volume I, Appendix A.
DFD11A
option card

Pin no.

Meaning

Meaning

Color

1

V-

0V24

Black

2

CAN_L

CAN_L

Blue

3

DRAIN

DRAIN

Bright

2

4

CAN_H

CAN_H

White

3

5

V+

24V

Red

1

4
5

02119AEN

Fig. 21: DeviceNet terminal assignment
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Startup

4.1

General information

Correct project planning and installation are the pre-requisites for successful startup. Refer to the
MOVIDRIVE® system manual for detailed project planning instructions. The system manual forms
part of the MOVIDRIVE® documentation package (publication number 0919 3219).
Check the installation, including the encoder connection, by following the installation instructions
in the MOVIDRIVE® MD_60A operating instructions and in this manual (Sec. 3, page 14).

4.2

Preliminary work

Perform the following steps before the startup of “round axle”:
• Connect the inverter to the PC using the serial port (RS-232, USS21A on PC-COM).
• Install MOVITOOLS on the PC (Sec. 3.1, page 14) and start the program.
• Start up the inverter using <Shell>.
– With MOVIDRIVE® MDV60A and DT/DV/D motors, in VFC-n-CTRL& IPOS operating mode.
– With MOVIDRIVE® MDV60A and CT/CV motors, in CFC & IPOS operating mode.
– With MOVIDRIVE® MDS60A and DS/DY motors, in SERVO & IPOS operating mode.
• Set the encoder (→ see “Scaling of the drive” on page 9).
• Only for operation with an external encoder (incremental encoder).
Set P942 – P944 encoder factor numerator, encoder factor denominator and encoder scaling
ext. encoder in Shell (→ Sample calculation).
• “0” signal at terminal X13:1 (DIØØ, /Controller inhibit).

Sample calculation:
A rotary table has a non-positive coupling (= with slip) between the motor shaft and the table.
Consequently, an external encoder is required. This external encoder is mounted with an
interlocking connection to the table by means of a toothed belt and pinion.
I. Preconditions
• User travel unit = Degrees [ °]
• Motor data
– Motor encoder resolution = 1024 increments/revolution
– Gear ratio = 34.65
– Additional gear ratio = 1
• Data of external encoder
– Resolution = 2048 increments/revolution
– Annular gear / pinion ratio = 64 / 16
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II. Determining parameters
1.

Resolution per revolution of the rotary table.
The following incremental values result from one revolution of the rotary table:
– Motor encoder resolution = 1024 × 4 × 34.65 = 141926
– External encoder resolution = 2048 × 4 × 64 / 16 = 32768

2.

Encoder scaling parameter P955.
– Quotient = Motor encoder resolution / External encoder resolution = 141926 / 32768 = 4.33
→ P955 = 4
Set the ENCODER SCALING parameter P955 to the value closest to the calculated quotient,
preferably to the lower of the closest values.

3.

“Pulses/distance” parameter.
– Pulses = 2048 × 4 × 64/16 × P955 = 131072
– Distance = 360
– Unit = Degrees [ °]
131072 increments are counted after covering a distance of 360°.

4.

Pulses per revolution.
– Pulses per revolution = 131072 (whole number)

5.

Encoder factors P942 and P943.
These factors are required for internal adaptation of the speed control. The accuracy of the
encoder factors is of quite low importance. As a result, the following apply in this example:
– P942 = Motor encoder resolution / 10 = 14192
– P943 = External encoder resolution × P955 / 10 = 13104
The values must not be higher than 32767, which is why division by 10 was used in this case.
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4.3

Starting the “round axle” program

• Start <Shell>.
• In Shell, start “Startup/Round axle”.

03460AEN

Fig. 22: Starting the “round axle” program

• Enter the activation code when you start the program for the first time, in order to register the
program. The activation code is printed on the license sticker. Please read through the license
conditions carefully. This window no longer appears in subsequent program starts once the
program has been registered.

03462AEN

Fig. 23: Registering the program
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4.3.1 Setting the general parameters
Initial startup:
The window for setting the general parameters appears after registration if the round axle program
has been started for the first time.

03463AEN

Fig. 24: General parameters of the round axle

You have to make the following settings in this window:
• Source actual position = MOTOR ENC. (X15): Calculate the pulses/distance scaling factor.
– Select your user travel unit: Degrees [°] or millimeters [mm].
– Only for user travel unit [mm]: Enter the value in millimeters [mm] in the “Drive Wheel
Diameter” box.
Enter the effective diameter of the pinion spigot if the rotary table is driven at its
circumference by an annular gear and pinion spigot. Enter the table diameter if the rotary
table is centrally driven.
– Enter the ratio (i) values for the gear unit and additional gear. The greater the accuracy with
which you enter the ratio (i) values, the more accurately the drive can position. Entries are
processed with up to five decimal places. You can obtain the exact ratio (i) values of SEW
gear units from your local SEW sales office.
– Press <Calculate> to calculate the scaling factor. The pulses/distance are entered in the unit
[inc/°] or [inc/mm].
You can also enter the scaling factor directly. In this case, you can enter a unit of your choice for
the distance. This unit (user travel unit) is then used for the reference offset and the table
positions.
• Source actual position = EXTERN.ENC (X14): Automatic calculation of the scaling is stopped.
You must calculate the scaling factor (→ sample calculation on page 22 ) and enter it.
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• Enter the reference offset. The entry is made in the user units of the scaling.
– Enter the reference offset. The reference offset corrects the machine zero. The following
formula applies: Machine zero = Reference position + Reference offset.
Please note that the reference offset must refer to an angle between 0 and 360° and to a
position within the circumference.
• Select the correct reference travel type. Reference travel types 0, 1, 2 and 5 can be selected.
Type 0: No reference travel. The reference position is the zero pulse CCW of
the current position.
Machine zero = Zero pulse CCW of the current position + Reference offset,
only with a whole number gear ratio.

ZP

CAM

Type 1: The reference position is the CCW end of the reference cam.
Machine zero = Reference position + Reference offset, flying referencing is
possible.
Type 2: The reference position is the CW end of the reference cam.
Machine zero = Reference position + Reference offset, flying referencing is
possible.

CAM

03465AXX

Type 5: No reference travel. The reference position is the current position
without reference to a zero pulse.
Machine zero = Current position + Reference offset, only with a whole
number gear ratio.

Note:
Reference travel types 0 and 5 are only allowed to be used with a whole number gear unit reduction
ratio. Use reference travel types 1 and 2 if the gear unit reduction ratio is not a whole number and
with flying referencing.
A fault message is activated if impermissible values are entered. In this case, refer to the notes with
the fault message.
Press “Next>>” when you have entered all the values. The window then appears for entering the
table positions.
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4.3.2 Entering table positions

03466AEN

Fig. 25: Entering table positions

You have to make the following settings in this window:
• Jogging mode
– Enter the valid speeds and the ramp for jogging mode.
• You can define up to 16 table positions in this window.
– Enter the position.
The table positions are entered in [°], [mm] or the user travel unit which you have defined.
You always have to enter absolute position values in relation to the machine zero established
by the reference mark and reference offset. You are only allowed to enter positive numerical
values, and entries > 360° or > the circumference are permitted.
– Enter the ramp time and the speed.
Furthermore, you must enter the ramp time [s] and the speed [rpm] for each table position.
The speed value refers to the motor speed. This ramp time and speed are used for movement
to this table position.
Important:
The ramp time always refers to a speed step change of ∆n = 3000 rpm. This speed is reached
after an acceleration time of 1/3 s if 1 s is entered as the ramp time and 1000 rpm as the
speed.
Click on position box no. 0 and enter the position. Use the tab key to jump to the ramp and the
speed and enter the values. A new line appears if you press ALT + H. Press the tab key to jump
to the new position box. The string of numbers in the bottom half of the screen indicates table
positions which have already been entered. Press the ENTER key to update the table entries on
the string of numbers.
Press ALT + L to delete the bottom row of the table.
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In this window, you define how many table positions are available. Once startup has been
completed, you can alter the values of individual positions in teach mode although you cannot add
any new positions. You have to repeat the startup procedure in order to add new positions.
Press “Next>>” when you have entered the table positions you want. The program prompts you to
save the values you have set. The download window appears after the settings have been saved.
AUTO

Press <Download>. All necessary settings are automatically made in the inverter and the “Round
axle” IPOS program is started.

03467AEN

Fig. 26: Download window

After the download, the program asks you if you want to switch to the monitor.

03468AEN

Fig. 27: Monitor Yes/No

Select “Yes” to switch to the round axle monitor (→ Fig. 28, page 29). You can start in the
operating mode you want there. Select “No” to exit the round axle and switch to the Shell window.
Attach license label after you have downloaded the program.
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Repeat startup:
The round axle monitor appears if the round axle is started after the startup procedure has already
been performed.

03470AEN

Fig. 28: Round axle monitor

Pressing <Startup> calls up the window for setting the general parameters. You can then perform
the startup.
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4.4

Parameters

The round axle startup automatically sets the following parameters:
Parameter number

Parameters

Setting

100

Setpoint source

BIPOL./FIX.SETPT

101

Control signal source

Terminals

600

Binary input DIØ1

Enable/rapid stop

601

Binary input DIØ2

Reset

602

Binary input DIØ3

Reference cam

603

Binary input DIØ4

No function

604

Binary input DIØ5

No function

610

Binary input DI1Ø

IPOS input: Mode 20

611

Binary input DI11

IPOS input: Mode 21

612

Binary input DI12

IPOS input: Mode 22

613

Binary input DI13

IPOS input: Function 1

614

Binary input DI14

IPOS input: Function 2

615

Binary input DI15

IPOS input: Function 3

616

Binary input DI16

IPOS input: Function 4

617

Binary input DI17

IPOS input: Function 5

620

Binary output DOØ1

/Fault

621

Binary output DOØ2

IPOS reference

630

Binary output DO1Ø

IPOS output: Mode 20

631

Binary output DO11

IPOS output: Mode 21

632

Binary output DO12

IPOS output: Mode 22

633

Binary output DO13

IPOS output: Value 1

634

Binary output DO14

IPOS output: Value 2

635

Binary output DO15

IPOS output: Value 4

636

Binary output DO16

IPOS output: Value 8

637

Binary output DO17

IPOS output: Target position reached

Except for P101 in fieldbus mode, these parameters are no longer allowed to be altered after
startup!
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Startup with fieldbus

A differentiation is made between two control types for startup with fieldbus:
1.

2.

Using the positions stored in the inverter. Selecting the target position using the virtual input
terminals. In this case, binary inputs DI1Ø – 17 are actuated using the fieldbus (virtual
terminals) and they have exactly the same function as when the round axle is controlled using
the input terminals of the DIO11A option (→ Sec. 3.3, page 16). The maximum number of
target positions is still restricted to 16 values. A process data word (PO1, PI1) is required.
The target position is sent to the inverter via the fieldbus as a variable value (process data
word PO2). In this case, inputs DI1Ø – 17 are also actuated via the fieldbus (virtual terminals)
and are used for selecting the ramp and the speed. This means two process data words are
required (PO1, PI1, PO2, PI2).

4.5.1 Selecting the target position using the virtual input terminals
Start up the fieldbus with the following process data settings:
• PO1 = “Control word 2” (P870)
• PI1 = “Status word 2” (P873)
• PO2, PI2, PO3, PI3 = “No function” (P871, P874, P872, P875)
Perform the following steps after downloading the “round axle” application:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Activate the round axle monitor.
Switch to MOVITOOLS Manager and start “Shell” again. Two instances of Shell are now
running. The first Shell displays the round axle monitor and you can alter parameters in the
second Shell.
Set parameter P101 “Control signal source” to “Fieldbus”. This parameter was set to
“Terminals” when the round axle was downloaded.
Set parameter P876 “PO data enable” to “ON”.

The machine control (PLC) now sends one process output data word (PO1) to the inverter and
receives one process input data word (PI1) from the inverter.
Process output data (PO)

PO1

E

Q

PI 1
Process input data (PI)
03513AEN

Fig. 29: Process data channel
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4.5.2 Specifying a variable target position using the fieldbus
Start up the fieldbus with the following process data settings:
• PO1 = “Control word 2” (P870)
• PI1 = “Status word 2” (P873)
• PO2 = “IPOS PO-DATA” (P871)
• PI2 = “IPOS PI-DATA” (P874)
• PO3, PI3 = “No function” (P872, P875)
Perform the following steps after downloading the “round axle” application:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Activate the round axle monitor.
Switch to MOVITOOLS Manager and restart “Shell”. Two instances of Shell are now running.
The first Shell displays the round axle monitor and you can alter parameters in the second
Shell.
Set parameter P101 “Control signal source” to “Fieldbus”. This parameter was set to
“Terminals” when the round axle was downloaded.
Set parameter P876 “PO data enable” to “ON”.

Important:
The speed is only allowed to be altered during positioning if a linear ramp has been set (P916).
The machine control (PLC) now sends two process output data words (PO1, PO2) to the inverter
and receives two process input data words (PI1, PI2) from the inverter.
Process output data (PO)

PO1

PO 2

PI 1

PI 2

E

Q

Process input data (PI)
03512AEN

Fig. 30: Process data channel
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4.5.3 Assignment of process output data words
• PO1 control word 2
Virtual input terminals
15 14 13 12 11 10

9

Fixed definition
8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0
0: Controller inhibit/Enable
1: Enable/Rapid stop
2: Enable/Stop
3: Stop control
4: Integrator switching
5: Parameter set switching
6: Reset
7: Reserved

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

virtual terminal 1 = P610 binary input DI1Ø
virtual terminal 2 = P611 binary input DI11
virtual terminal 3 = P612 binary input DI12
virtual terminal 4 = P613 binary input DI13
virtual terminal 5 = P614 binary input DI14
virtual terminal 6 = P615 binary input DI15
virtual terminal 7 = P616 binary input DI16
virtual terminal 8 = P617 binary input DI17
03510AEN

Fig. 31: PO1 control word

• PO2 target position
15 14 13 12 11 10 9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Target position [user-defined unit]
03517AEN

Fig. 32: PO2 target position
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4.5.4 Assignment of process input data words
• PI1 status word 2
Virtual output terminals
15 14 13 12 11 10

9

Fixed definition
8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0
0: Output stage enabled
1: Inverter ready for operation
2: PO data enabled
3: Current integrator set
4: Current parameter set
5: Fault/Warning
6: Limit switch CW activated
7: Limit switch CCW activated

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

virtual terminal 1 = P630 binary output DO1Ø
virtual terminal 2 = P631 binary output DO11
virtual terminal 3 = P632 binary output DO12
virtual terminal 4 = P633 binary output DO13
virtual terminal 5 = P634 binary output DO14
virtual terminal 6 = P635 binary output DO15
virtual terminal 7 = P636 binary output DO16
virtual terminal 8 = P637 binary output DO17
03511AEN

Fig. 33: PI1 status word

• PI2 actual position
15 14 13 12 11 10 9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Actual position [user-defined unit]
03518AEN

Fig. 34: PI2 actual position
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Starting the drive

After downloading the startup data, select “Yes” to switch to the round axle monitor. The operating
mode is set using binary inputs DI1Ø...DI12.
4.6.1 Operating modes
Binary input

Operating mode

0

DI1Ø: Mode (2 )

DI11: Mode (21)

DI12: Mode (22)

Jogging mode

“0”

“0”

“0”

Teach mode

“1”

“0”

“0”

Referencing mode

“0”

“1”

“0”

Automatic, with position optimization

“1”

“1”

“0”

Automatic, clockwise positioning

“0”

“0”

“1”

Automatic, counterclockwise positioning

“1”

“0”

“1”

Automatic, clockwise pulse mode

“0”

“1”

“1”

Automatic, counterclockwise pulse mode

“1”

“1”

“1”

Function of binary inputs DI13...DI17:
Operating mode

Jogging mode

Teach mode

Referencing mode

Automatic mode

DI13: Function 1

Reserved

Strobe

Start referencing

Start positioning

20

Reserved

Position 20

DI14: Function 2

Jog positive

Position

DI15: Function 3

Jog negative

Position 21

Reserved

Position 21

DI16: Function 4

Rapid traverse

Position 22

Reserved

Position 22

DI17: Function 5

Reserved

Position 23

Reserved

Position 23

• Jogging mode
– The drive is moved to the left or the right using binary inputs DI14 and DI15.
– Two speeds can be selected using binary input DI16, namely rapid speed and slow speed for
fine positioning.
• Teach mode
– Movement can be performed to every single position in jogging mode and then stored in
teach mode. The table cell is selected using binary inputs DI14...DI17.
• Referencing mode
– Reference travel is started with a start command at binary input DI13. Reference travel
establishes the reference point (machine zero) for absolute positioning operations.
• Automatic modes
– Selecting the target position using four binary inputs DI14...DI17 (binary coded).
– Sending back the selected target position prior to movement using four binary outputs
DO13...DO16 (binary coded).
– Acknowledging that the selected position has been reached, using binary output DO17
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• Automatic mode with position optimization
– Positioning travel with position optimization so the shortest route to the destination is
always taken.
• Automatic mode with direction of rotation inhibit (clockwise – counterclockwise)
– Movement with absolute positioning in a fixed direction of rotation.
– The following applies to the direction of rotation: Clockwise means that the motor shaft
turns clockwise (to the right) as seen looking onto the A end of the motor, and vice versa.
• Pulsed automatic mode (clockwise – counterclockwise)
– Selecting the step width per pulse using four binary inputs DI14...DI17 (binary coded).
– Sending back the selected step width prior to movement using four binary outputs
DO13...DO16 (binary coded).
– Movement with relative positioning in a fixed direction of rotation.
– Acknowledging that the selected position has been reached, using binary output DO17.
– The following applies to the direction of rotation: Clockwise means that the motor shaft
turns clockwise (to the right) as seen looking onto the A end of the motor, and vice versa.
You have to select “Referencing mode” operating mode if the drive has not yet been referenced or
if you want to reference it again.
Operating mode
Referencing mode

Binary input
DI1Ø: Mode (20)

DI11: Mode (21)

DI12: Mode (22)

“0”

“1”

“0”

Movement in jogging mode only if no reference travel has been performed.

Note:
The relationship to the reference cam and thus the absolute reference are lost in the case of relative
positioning combined with a non-whole number of increments per revolution (→ see “Non-whole
number gear unit and additional gear ratios:” on page 9). It is necessary to switch over to absolute
positioning for one revolution in order to reestablish the absolute reference.
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4.6.2 Referencing mode
Operating mode

Binary input
DI1Ø: Mode (2 )

DI11: Mode (21)

DI12: Mode (22)

“0”

“1”

“0”

Referencing mode

0

The reference position is defined by reference travel to the reference cam. The reference offset is
set during startup and you can use it to alter the machine zero without having to move the
reference cam.
The following formula applies: Machine zero = Reference position + Reference offset

03471AEN

Fig. 35: Referencing mode

• The correct type of reference travel must be set. If it is not, repeat the round axle startup and set
the type of reference travel you want.
• Apply “1” signals to DIØØ “/Controller inhibit” and DIØ1 “Enable/rapid stop”.
• Set “Referencing mode” using DI1Ø...12.
• Start reference travel using a “1” signal on DI13 “Start”. The “1” signal on DI13 must be present
for the entire duration of the reference travel.
• If the drive reaches the reference position (DIØ3 “Reference cam” = “1”), the drive continues
moving at reference speed 2 and stops with position control when it leaves the reference
position (DIØ3 “1” → “0”). Binary output DOØ2 “Axis referenced” is set (= “1” signal). The “1”
signal at DI13 can now be revoked.
The drive has now been referenced. Now set the operating mode you require.
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4.6.3 Jogging mode
Operating mode
Jogging mode

Binary input
0

DI1Ø: Mode (2 )

DI11: Mode (21)

DI12: Mode (22)

“0”

“0”

“0”

You can move the drive clockwise or counterclockwise manually In jogging mode using “1” signals
at binary inputs DI14 “Jog +” or DI15 “Jog -.” You can move in slow speed (DI16 = “0”) or rapid
speed (DI16 = “1”) when doing so.
Jogging mode is required for:
– Moving to new table positions in order to save them in teach mode.
– For service purposes when the drive should be moved independently of the automatic system
functions.

03472AEN

Fig. 36: Jogging mode
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4.6.4 Teach mode
Operating mode
Teach mode

Binary input
0

DI1Ø: Mode (2 )

DI11: Mode (21)

DI12: Mode (22)

“1”

“0”

“0”

In teach mode, you can save the current position of the drive as a new table position. You must
first move to the position you want to save as a new table position. This movement must be in
jogging mode.

03473AEN

Fig. 37: Teach mode

Enter the new position as follows:
• Move to the position in jogging mode.
• Switch to teach mode.
• Use DI14...DI17 to select the table cell (no.) into which the new position should be written. The
positions are in binary code, DI14 = “1” means table cell no. 1 (20) and DI17 = “1” means table
cell no. 8 (23). DI14...DI17 must get a “0” in order to select no. 0. For table cell no. 3, DI14 (20)
and DI15 (21) must get “1” signals.
• Apply the signal sequence “0” - “1” - “0” to binary input DI13 (“1” signal duration min. 100 ms).
This writes the new position to the selected table cell. Binary output DO17 “Position reached” is
set. The position is now saved in the non-volatile memory.
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4.6.5 Automatic mode
In automatic mode, you can select a table position using binary outputs DI14...DI17. The positions
are in binary coded format. You can set the type of the accelerating ramp using parameter P916
“Ramp type”.
It is only possible to select table cells in which there are position entries. Any table cell without a
position is ignored. The selected target position is displayed with DO13...16. You can start
positioning travel if the display corresponds to the specified target.
Positioning travel is started with a “1” signal on binary input DI13 “Start”. The “1” signal must be
active on DI13 throughout the entire positioning travel otherwise the drive stops.
The drive stops with position control and DO17 is set to “1” when the selected position is reached.
The blue bar shows the selected table cell. The current position of the drive is displayed as a
numerical value in the “Current position” window and in graphical format with a green arrow in the
numbered circle.
DI13 “Start” must be “0” (min. 100 ms) in order to select a target position, otherwise the selected
target position is not accepted.
Automatic, with position optimization (AUTO optimized):
Operating mode
Automatic, with position optimization

Binary input
DI1Ø: Mode
“1”

(20)

DI11: Mode (21)

DI12: Mode (22)

“1”

“0”

Positioning travel is performed with position optimization so the shortest route to the destination is
always taken.

03474AEN

Fig. 38: Automatic, with position optimization
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Automatic, clockwise positioning (AUTO CW):
Operating mode
Automatic, clockwise positioning

Binary input
0

DI1Ø: Mode (2 )

DI11: Mode (21)

DI12: Mode (22)

“0”

“0”

“1”

Positioning is performed with absolute positioning in the positive direction of rotation (CW).

03475AEN

Fig. 39: Automatic, clockwise positioning
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Automatic, counterclockwise positioning (AUTO CCW):
Operating mode
Automatic, counterclockwise positioning

Binary input
0

DI1Ø: Mode (2 )

DI11: Mode (21)

DI12: Mode (22)

“1”

“0”

“1”

Positioning is performed with absolute positioning in the negative direction of rotation (CCW).

03476AEN

Fig. 40: Automatic, counterclockwise positioning
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Automatic, clockwise pulse mode (AUTO clock CW):
Operating mode
Automatic, clockwise pulse mode

Binary input
0

DI1Ø: Mode (2 )

DI11: Mode (21)

DI12: Mode (22)

“0”

“1”

“1”

The positions entered in the table are evaluated as step widths for relative positioning in the
positive direction of rotation (CW). As a result, the position value of table cell no. 1 (for example
90° in the figure below) is evaluated as the step width when DI14 = “1”.

03478AEN

Fig. 41: Automatic, clockwise pulse mode
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Automatic, counterclockwise pulse mode (AUTO clock CCW):
Operating mode
Automatic, counterclockwise pulse mode

Binary input
0

DI1Ø: Mode (2 )

DI11: Mode (21)

DI12: Mode (22)

“1”

“1”

“1”

The positions entered in the table are evaluated as step widths for relative positioning in the
negative direction of rotation (CCW). As a result, the position value of table cell no. 5 (for example
270° in the figure below) is evaluated as the step width when DI14 = “1” and DI16 = “1”.

03480AEN

Fig. 42: Automatic, counterclockwise pulse mode
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The following preconditions apply to timing diagrams:

• DIØØ “/Controller inhibit” = “1” and

• DIØ1 “Enable/rapid stop” = “1” signals.

Binary output DBØØ “/Brake” is set. The brake is released and the drive stops with position control.
Referencing mode and automatic mode with position optimization

Fig. 43: Timing diagram for referencing mode and automatic mode with position optimization
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Jogging mode and teach mode

Fig. 44: Timing diagram for jogging mode and teach mode
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Fault information

The fault memory (P080) stores the last five fault messages (faults t-0...t-4). The fault message of
longest standing is deleted whenever more than five fault messages have occurred. The following
information is stored when a malfunction takes place:
Fault which occurred • Status of the binary inputs/outputs • Operational status of the inverter •
Inverter status • Heat sink temperature • Speed • Output current • Active current • Unit utilization •
DC link circuit voltage • ON hours • Enable hours • Parameter set • Motor utilization.
There are three switch-off responses depending on the fault; the inverter is inhibited when in fault
status:
• Immediate switch-off
The unit can no longer brake the drive; the output stage goes to high resistance in the event of a
fault and the brake is applied immediately (DBØØ “/Brake” = “0”).
• Rapid stop:
The drive is braked with the stop ramp t13/t23. Once the stop speed is reached, the brake is
applied (DBØØ “/Brake” = “0”). The output stage goes to high-resistance after the brake reaction
time has elapsed (P732 / P735).
• Emergency stop:
The drive is braked with the emergency ramp t14/t24. Once the stop speed is reached, the brake
is applied (DBØØ “/Brake” = “0”). The output stage goes to high-resistance after the brake
reaction time has elapsed (P732 / P735).
RESET: A fault message can be acknowledged by:
• Switching the supply system off and on again.
Recommendation: Observe a minimum switch-off time of 10 s for the supply system contactor
K11.
• Reset by binary input DI02. Startup of the round axle causes this binary input to be assigned the
“Reset” function.
• Press the reset button in the MOVITOOLS manager.

02771AEN

Fig. 45: Reset with MOVITOOLS

• Manual reset in Shell (P840 = “YES” or [Parameter] / [Manual reset])
• Manual reset using the DBG11A (pressing the <E> key in the event of a fault gives direct access
to parameter P840)

Timeout active:
If the inverter is controlled via a communications interface (fieldbus, RS-485 or SBus) and the
power was switched off and back on again or a fault reset was performed, then the enable remains
ineffective until the inverter once again receives valid data via the interface which is monitored with
a timeout.
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Fault messages

The fault or warning code is displayed in BCD format. The following display sequence is adhered
to:

Flashes, approx. 1 s

Display off, approx. 0.2 s
Tens digit, approx. 1 s
Display off, approx. 0.2 s
Ones digit, approx. 1 s
Display off, approx. 0.2 s
01038AXX

Fig. 46: Fault message

The display switches over to the operation display following a reset or if the fault or warning code
once more resumes the value “0.”
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List of faults:
The following table shows a selection from the complete list of faults (→ MOVIDRIVE®MD_60A
operating instructions). It only lists those faults which can occur specifically with the round axle.
A dot in the “P” column means that the response is programmable (P83_ Fault response).
The factory set fault response is listed in the “Response” column.
Fault
code

Name

Response

00

No fault

-

07

DC link
overvoltage

Immediate
shut-off

08

P Possible cause

Action

DC link voltage too high

- Extend deceleration ramps
- Check feeder cable to braking
resistor
- Check technical data of
braking resistor

n-monitoring Immediate
shut-off

- Speed controller or current controller
(in VFC operating mode without
encoder) operating at setting limit due
to mechanical overload or phase fault
in the power system or motor
- Encoder not connected correctly
or incorrect direction of rotation
- nmax is exceeded during torque
control

- Reduce load
- Increase deceleration time setting
(P501 or P503)
- Check encoder connection,
possibly swap over A/A and B/B in
pairs
- Check encoder voltage supply
- Check current limitation
- Increase length of ramps, if
appropriate
- Check motor cable and motor
- Check mains phases

14

Encoder

Immediate
shut-off

- Encoder cable or shield not connected Check encoder cable and shield for
correctly
correct connection, short circuit and
- Short circuit/open circuit in encoder
open circuit
cable
- Encoder defective

26

External
terminal

Emergency
stop

• Read in external fault signal via

Fieldbus
timeout

Rapid stop

• No master-slave communication took

31

TF sensor

No
response

36

No option

Immediate
shut-off

- Type of option card not allowed
- Setpoint source, control signal source
or operating mode not allowed for this
option card
- Incorrect encoder type set for DIP11A

39

Reference
travel

Immediate
shut-off

- No reference cams
Check reference travel type setting
- Limit switches not connected correctly and conditions required for it
- Type of reference travel was altered
during reference travel

28

programmable input
place within the configured response
monitoring period

MOVIDRIVE® Round Axle

Eliminate specific cause of fault;
reprogram terminal if appropriate
- Check master communication
routine
- If appropriate, extend fieldbus
timeout time (P819) or switch off
monitoring

• - Motor too hot, TF has tripped

- Let motor cool down and reset fault
- Motor TF not connected or connected - Check connections/link between
incorrectly
MOVIDRIVE® and TF
® and TF
- If no TF is connected:
- Connection of MOVIDRIVE
interrupted on motor
Jumper X10:1 to X10:2.
- Jumper missing between X10:1 &
With MDS: Jumper X15:9 to X15:5
X10:2
- Set P834 to "No response"
With MDS: X15:9 – X15:5 connection
missing.
- Use correct option card
- Set correct setpoint source (P100)
- Set correct control signal source
(P100)
- Set correct operating mode (P700
or P701)
- Set correct encoder type
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Fault
code

Name

Response

P Possible cause

Action

42

Lag error

Immediate
shut-off

• - Incremental encoder connected

- Check incremental encoder
connection
- Increase length of ramps
- Set P-component to higher value
- Set speed controller parameters
again
- Increase lag error tolerance
- Check encoder, motor and mains
phase wiring
- Check that mechanical components
can move freely, possibly blocked

-

94

50

EEPROM
checksum

Immediate
shut-off

incorrectly
Accelerating ramps too short
P-component of positioning controller
too small
Speed controller parameters incorrect
Value for lag error tolerance too small

Inverter electronics disrupted, possibly Send in unit for repair
due to effect of EMC or a defect
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